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We study transmission problems ror elliptic operators of order 2m witb general boundary and interrace 
conditions, introducing new covering conditions. This allows to prove solvability, regularity and asymp
toties of solutions in weighted Sobolev spaces. We give some numerical ellamples ror the location of the 
singular ellponents. 

1. Introduction 

Boundary value problems in non-smooth domains are extensively studied in the 
literature; but for the applications interface problems (also called transmission prob
Icms) often appear, for instance, in solid mechanics if a body consists of composite 
materials. Unfortunately, in the literature, transmission problems are only studied in 
some particular cases (essentially, for second-order operators, see e.g. [3, 10, 17, 12, 8, 
24, 19] and the references cited therein). So our main goal is to extend the theory of 
boundary value problems in non-smooth domains to general interface problems for 
operators of arbitrary order with non-constant coefficients. We restrict ourselves to 
domains of the plane 1R:2 or the space IRJ , since these are the realistic domains for the 
mechanical applications. Obviously, the results given here could be extended to 
domains of iii", for arbitrary n ~ 2. 

Let us mention that some mechanical problems lead to transmission problems set 
on 2-D networks. Such problems were studied in [22,23] for the Laplace operator 
and the biharmonic one. In these papers, we actually see that boundary value 
problems in non-smooth domains and transmission problems are in the same frame
work of networks. Therefore, we certainly could extend the results stated here to 2-D 
or 3-D networks. 
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Our work is divided in two parts: In Part I, we introduce the class of interface 
problems in which we shall consider and study the regularity results in weighted 
Sobolev spaces for homogeneous operators with constant coefficients. We also give 
some numerical results about the eigenvalue problems. J n Part II , we shail extend the 
previous results to general operators in usual Sobolev spaces. Finally, we shall 
consider the stabilization procedure which is necessary, when unstable decomposi
tions appear near critical angles of the conical points. 

The plan of Part] is the following: In section 2. we define the general class of 
interface problems which we shall study. Along the external boundary, we impose 
classical boundary conditions satisfying the so-called Shapiro- Lopatinskii conditions, 
while on the interfaces we define general transmission conditions and introduce a new 
covering condition. Roughly speaking, this condition means that at every point of the 
interfaces we transform locally our interface problem into a system of boundary value 
problems , which satisfies the Shapiro- Lopatinskii condition. These problems will be 
called regular elliptic transmission problems. 

For the applications, it is important to consider a weak formulation of interface 
problems. With the help of Green's formula, we describe 'weak' transmission prob
lems, and give a necessary and sufficient condition in order to be regular elliptic ones 
(based on Agmon's arguments [1 , 27]). 

In section 3, the Shapiro- Lopatinskii conditions allow us to use Agranovitch
Visik's results to get, as for boundary vaJue problems, the solvability, regularity and 
asymptotics of solutions in weighted Soholev spaces. 

Using the previous results and a lifting trace theorem we prove in section 4 that the 
weak solution of a transmission problem for homogeneous operators with constant 
coefficients admits a decomposition into singular and regular parts in weighted 
Sobolev spaces. This is made in a more or less usual way, except in dimension 2 and 
data in H t

, k a positive integer (due to the limit case of the Sobolev imbedding 
theorem), where we use an interpolation argument (see [22] for a particular situation). 
Let us also notice that our boundary and interface conditions are not preserved by 
multiplication by cut-off functions. This leads to some difficulties, which are not usuaL 

In section 5, we finally give some numerical results about the location of the 
eigenvalues for some practical transmission problems in dimension 2, for instance, we 
consider the Laplace operator, the biharmonic operator and the Lame system with 
different boundary and interface conditions for variable angles. In a forthcoming 
work, we shall consider some three-dimensional examples. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

2.1. The domains 

We shall consider interface problems in the following two- or three-dimensional 
domains (which is a realistic case). 

In dimension 2, we suppose that n is a bounded domain consisting of N parts OJ, 
i = 1, ... , N, such that 
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We suppose that the boundary of Qi IS Lipschitz-continuous and is a smooth 
curvilinear polygons, i.e. 

Q, 

001= U fl,. ,-I 
where the sides 'Tiq are smooth curves. The vertices o rn i will simply be the intersection 
between two consecutive sides. 

The compatibility conditions between the OI'S are the following ones (see Fig. 1): for 
all i. j E {I •...• N): i # j. one of the following holds: 

(i) il, n il) = 0. 
(il) {'i l (l n. j is a whole common side, denoted by f 1j (it is more convenient to 

suppose that f l ) is open), 
(iii) .01 (l n) is a common vertex. 

This definition is in accordance with the notion of two-dimensional topological 
networks introduced in Ref. [8]. 

Remark. In the above definition, the case of an interface which is smooth except at 
a finite number of points is included, introducing then some new artificial interfaces 
(see Fig. 2). 

In dimension 3, for simplicity, we suppose that n is the union of two domains 
il, , il2 : 

0=.0, V 02, 

where ill is completely included into n. The boundary of 0 , (resp. il2) is supposed to 
be smooth except at one point 0, where fit (resp. fi 2 ) coincides with a smooth cone K, 
(resp. K 2 ) of IRJ (i.e. the intersection of K 1 (resp. K1 ) with Ihe unit sphere is a domain 
G I (resp. G,) with a smooth boundary) (see Fig. 3). 

In this paper, we exclude domains with edges (see Fig. 4); nevertheless, it is possible 
to consider them using Dauge's techniques of [7] , for instance. 

n, 

n, 

Fig. l 
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ill 0:2 

,-,-,--,.2V 

F ig. 2. 

Fig. J. 

Fig. 4. 

• • 

Let us introduce some notations, which we shall use in the sequel: 

(t) f/ will be the set of the vertices of n (i.e. the union of all vertices of the OJ 's); 
obviously, in dimension 3, it is reduced to one point O. 

(2) For a fixed S E 9', % s will be the set of integers i such that the face {} j contains S, 
in other words: 

Xs ~ liE {I, ... , N }: SEn,) in dimension 2, 

Xs ~ {I, 2} in dimension 3. 

(3) The indices i, i ' always run from 1 to N in dimension 2 and from I to 2 in 
dimension 3 without any comment. 
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(4) For a function u defined on n, we denote by Uj its restriction to n j • 

(5) The dimension of Q will be denoted by n. 
(6) In dimension 3, in order to have coherent notations, we set: 

Yl l = anI = the boundary orn l • 

0.0:2 = Y21 U Yn, 

where 1'22 is the external boundary of O2 (or equivalently the boundary of Q) and 
}' 2 I is the common boundary between .0: 1 and O2 , 

We now define some Soholev spaces in Q . 

Definition 2.1. Let k be a non-negative integer, p a real number ~ 1. We set 

;r"'(Q) ~ ( UEU(Q): U,E W"'(Q,)), 

it is a Banach space with the norm 

II U 1I,. ,.n:~ ( ~ II u;l1 )Y" 'IO,) ) 11'. 

For p = 2, it is a Hilbert space and we simply write it as .Jt'1r(n). 
We now define 

c:"(nj ) = {UEC "' (O:;): U = 0 in a neighbourhood o/the vertices o/nd, 

H~(n;) = C:'(Q.)Hk(fld, 

J!"~(Q) ~ ( UEJ!"'(Q): U,E H : (Q,) ), 

this last olle is clearly a closed subspace of .Jt'k(n). 

Let us remark that UE.Jt'~(Q) satisfies 

D'u,(S) ~ 0, V.: 1.1 < k - I, SE[/', iE'¥s. (2.1 ) 

Due to [7, Theorem A.7] in dimension 3 and (3.1) of [7] in dimension 2, we have 

J!":(O) ~ ( UEJ!"'(O) satisfying (2.1)). 

This space -*,~(Q) is introduced in order to cancel the corner effects in Green's 
formula, for instance. 

2.2. The operators 

Condition I. Let A, be an elliptic differential operator of order 2m on Q, (properly 
elliptic in dimension 2) given by 

A,(x, D) ~ L a~(x)D', (2.2) 
l~t<E2," 

with smooth coefficients, i.e. 

a~ : = Q ll ln,EC <Xl (O;). 

We shall consider classical boundary conditions on the external boundary of n, i.e. 
if Yjq is not a common side of two subdomains (in the sequel, we simply write 'Yiq E8). 
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then we consider m boundary operators Biq}, j = 0, ' .. , m - I, defined by 

B"j(x, D) = L b"j.(x)D·, 
la l" m,,} 

(2.3) 

with b;qj"EC "' (Yi fj), miq} is the order of the operator Biq}, supposed to be ~ 2m - 1. 

Condi[ion 11. As usual, we suppose that the system 8;,,:= {Biqj}j,.--o' covers the 
operators Ai on YiqES (see [13, Definition 2.1.4J for the exact terminology). 

Conversely, the interface conditions are defined on the 'internal boundary' of n, in 
other words, let 

Y iq = ri'q' 

be the common side of OJ and Q j , (in the sequel, we write 'Ii" = Yi' ,, ' EJ), Then we 
suppose given 4m operators, B i ,,} and Bi ',,' j' j = 0, ... , 2m - 1 defined by 

B"j(x, D) = L b"j.(x)D·, 

B" , 'j' (x, D) = I b",'j.(x)D· , 
! .. I'liiml,; 

(2.4) 

(25) 

where biq}", bj'q'}ezEC ""(Yiq}, m l,,} being the order of both operators BiqJ and Hi 'q'i' 

The covering condition is now expressed as follows: denote by A? the principal part 
of Aj on Qj : 

A?(x, D) ~ I a:(x)D', 
l" I:2m 

Analogously, B~j and B?-" 'i are the principal parts of Biqj and Bi 'q'i' 

For every couple of linearly independent vectors (C, r) in IR", the ellipticity condi
tion implies that the polynomial (in t) 

Ar(x, c + ,n 
has m roots with positive imaginary parts denoted by t it (x, {, {' ), k = 1, ...• m. 

Condition Ill. For all x EYiq = 'Ii ' q' E J , all vectors (E IR" tangent to Yiq at x and all 
vectors " E Ill" normal to Y;q at x, the rows of the matrix 

«B?,j( x, I; + ,eM:;; ' (B?'d x , C - ,n)l~;;') 

x (A?,(X ,C-<C') 0 ) 
o A?(x, C + ,n 

are linearly independent modulo the polynomial 

m 

IT « - "t(x,,, C'))(, - <,t(x, ,, - C')), .>, 
In other words, sending a neighbourhood OJ ' of x in Q j into a neighbourhood 01 of 

x in n. by a mirror technique (i.e. Hatting the boundary and using the change of 
variable (x', XII) --+ (x ', - XII)). this covering condition III says that the system 
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covers the system 

( 
A,(xO' D) 0 ) 

A, .(x, D) 

in the sense of Douglis- Nirenberg, where Bi'q'j(x, D) (resp. Ai ,(x , D)) is the operator 
obtained from B1'q 'A X, D) (resp. Adx, D)) by the above change of variables. 

In this paper, we study the following interface problem: 

A ,u, ~ f, in !l" Vi ~ I, ... , N, (2.6) 

Bi'lJUi = giqj on'Viq. 'tij = 0, '.' . , m - I, 'ViqEG, (2.7) 

Bjqjuj - Bi 'q'j uj ' = gii'j on 'Viq = Yi'q" Vj = 0, . , . ,2m - I, 'ViqEJ. (2.8) 

Actually, in the forthcoming sections, we shall investigate the solvability, regularity 
and asymptotic expansion of solution of this problem in weighted Sobolev spaces and 
in standard ones. 

Since conditions I- HI guarantee that we can handle transmission problems as 
elliptic boundary value problems for systems, we make the following definition. 

Definition 2.2. We shalf say that problem (2.6)-(2.8) is a regular elliptic transmission 
problem if conditions / - 11/ are satisfied. 

2.3. Green's formula 

Let Ai be elliptic partial differential operators of order 2m satisfying condition I and 
given in divergence form, i.e. let a~p E C <rJ (Qd, for 11X1,lftl'::;; m, be such that Ai given by 
(2.2) admits also the expression 

A, ~ L (- 1)" I D'(a~,D'). (2.9) 
IIZ I.IP I~ '" 

We now define the sesquilinear form ai on Hm(Oi) associated with Ai as follows: 

a,(u, v) ~ L r a:,(x)D ' uD'iidx. 
lod.IPI~'" JOi 

so that for every u, v E ~(ni). we have 

ai(u, v) = r Aiuvdx. Jo, 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

On each side "I iq of 0;, we fix a Dirichlet system {F1q )}j",-ol of order m (see [13, 
Definition 2.2.1]) with coefficients in C<rJ(Ylq) and, without loss of generality, we may 
suppose that the order of Filii is j. 

Lemma 2.3. For all sides 'Viq of OJ, there exists a normal system 
coefficients in C <» (Yiq). the order of cDiqj being 2m - 1 - j, such that 

I ~ --'f . Ajuvdx = ai(U, v) + L .L tl>iqjuFiqjvda 
n. ' ''' 1 1 = 0 YI, 

for all uEH ' "C!lj), vEH;(!l,). 

(2.12) 
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Proof For U E c Wen;) and VEe::, (0;), (2.12) follows from [13, section 2.2.4] since we 
may ignore the vertices ofO i by rounding the corner singularities outside the support 
of v. In view of the classical results of [13, section 2.2.4], we immediately see that the 
cf>,q/s have coefficients in C.:n("Yiq) so that (2.12) fonows by density. • 

If YiqES, we fix a partition of {O~ 1, ... , m - I} in ff iq v !Tiq. while if Yiq = "11 · '1 ' EJ, 
we take a partition of {O, 1, ... , m - I} in fI' li' v 9't , U !TiC ' . As usual, Y is the set of 
stahle boundary or interface conditions, while !T will be the set of transversal ones 
(they do not have sense for U E Jf'm). We are now able to set 

V = {u E .Jt'~(n) satisfying (2.13)- (2.15) hereafter), 

F,qjUj = 0 on Yiq. 'VYiqEC. jeSl'jq. (2.13) 

5 FiqjUi = 0 on '/ iq . 

l Fi 'q'j Ui· = 0 on }/i'q'. VYiq = Yi'q'E,', jEff" ... 
(2.14) 

FiqjUi = F i ' q ' j Ui ' on Yiq. VYiq = "I/.q . eJ, jEff~ .. (2.15) 

Within this setting, some problems of the form (2.6)-(2,8) admit a weak fonnulation. 

Lemma 2.4. Define the sesquifinear fo rm a( ' , .) on Vas follows: 

a(u, v) = L aj(ui, v;), 'VU, VE v. 
; 

Let fe L 2(0) and let ueJf';m(o) be a solution of 

a(u,v) = ~ LfiV;dX, VUE V 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Then u sati~fies (2.6)-(2.8) with giqj = 0, gii'j = 0, when the boundary and interface 
operators are defined as follows: 

(i) If y;, E S, then 

if jE9';" 
if jEff;" , 

Biq} = Fiq j • 

Biqj +m = <l>,qj , 

Bi 'q'j = Fi 'q'} 

Biqj = <D,qi' 

Bi 'q'i = 0, 
Biqj+ m = 0, 

B j ·q ' j+m = ll>i 'q ' j' 

if . CD' I jEJ jj'. 

if . ,,2 
I JEJ U'. 
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Proof Applying (2.17) with v such that v,E!!l(O,), for all i, we see that u satisfies (2.6). 
The remainder follows from Green's fonnula (2.12). • 

An interface problem (2.6)-(2.8), defined by the previous procedure, will be called 
a weak transmission problem. An interesting question is to know whether it is 
a regular elliptic one. Following Agmon's ideas [I], we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition of the fonn a( . , . ) to satisfy the covering conditions of section 2.2. 

We first start with a technical result which leads to the sufficiency of the condition. 
Introduce the Hilbert space 

y= n n HM-'- '''(y,,)x n {n (HM - J- "'(y,,))' 
~I.el jeY.. fit-~,·.· EJ )EoS'!I' 

x f1 HM- ' - "'(y,,)} 
j£.9~ . 

and the trace-transmission operator 

F :Jf':'{'o)- Y :u-- { Fjlj'jUi }y"el,}ES'" 

x {( Fiqju;, F; 'q'Ju; , ) }"" = ", .• . eJ,je S'!I' X { F iqJ lll - F"q 'jll/ ' }Yit '" 'I .... r:J,jey! .• 

(2.18) 

which is a bounded operator due to classical trace theorems. 

Proposition 2.5. Assume lhal there exists two positive constants Cl> C1 such that 

II u II!. ' .Q ,,; C, Re a(u, u) + C,(JI u II 5. ,.n + II Fu W, If u E JI":(O). (2.19) 

TIlen 
(i) for all "IIIfEI and all X€"Iiq, there exists a positive constant C such that 

lu i' ,,; CRe I r a~,(x)(D'u)(y)D'u(y)dy 
H"'IR".) 1111 ;;;1111 - '" JR". 

+ I II F?,(x,D)u ll ~. _'_''' (RO _ 'l' IfUEHM(R~) (2.20) 
J~f/(. 

(ii) fo r all )I'll = )I; 'f·e,F and all xeYlq, there exists a positive constant C such that 

Iud' + lu, ·I' '" CRe I {r a:,(x)(D'u,)(y)D'u,(y)dy 
H"(R~) H"(A~) Jill -III "' ''' JR-. 

+ f., a:~(x)(D'u..J(y)D'u,.(y)dy } 
+ I ( II FZ,,(x, D)u, II :" "_"'tRO-'1+ li FO .. (x D)u·.II ' ) 

jE!I' ~. i ,J ' • H" -J-IIl (A" · 'J 

+ I II F?,,(x, D)u, - Fr,, ·,(x, D)u" II ~. _'_"' (" _ 'j (2.21) 
J~ !?,~ . 

for all (uhudEH"'(R,,+)xH"'(R~), where I'IH'" A" denotes the semi-norm of 
H"(R~). ( , j 

Proof Analogous arguments as in [7, Proposition 8.1). • 
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Theorem 2.6. The sesquilinear form a(' •. ) fulfils (2.19) if and only if problem (2.6) - (2.8) 
associated with a(' , .) via Lemma 2.4 is a regular elliptic transmission problem. 

Proof =>: For the external boundary, the sufficiency is a direct consequence of 
[1 , Theorems 5.1 and 3.2] since (2.20) is condition (5.6) of [1 , Theorem 5.1). For 
internal boundary points, it suffices to extend the previous theorems of [I] to 
a system. 

<= : We follow [27, Theorem 19.3J which holds for boundary value problems. The 
estimates (2.20) and (2.22) follow using the Fourier transform and the covering 
conditions. Using a covering of n by balls of sufficiently small radius and a perturba
tion argument. we obtain (2.19). 

To finish this section, we shall show that if the range of the operator F, defined by 
(2.19), is closed, then condition (2.19) is equivalent to the weak coerciveness of a(' ,.) 
in V. Let us notice that this range is always closed in dimension 3, while in dimension 
2. it is not (see [9. Theorem 1.6.1.5]). 

Proposition 2.7. Assume that the range of F. R(F ) is closed in Y. Then (2.19) is 
equivalent to (2 .22); 

Il u ll ;'.2 .n";CRea(u.u)+Co ll u ll ~ .2. n . VUEV (2.22) 

for some positive constants C, Co. 

Proof It suffices to show that (2.22) implies (2.19). Since F is a bounded operator, by 
the closed graph theorem, there exists a positive constant C4 such that 

II u II 2 .,,; C. II Fu 11 " VUE.>!" ~(n), (2.23) 
Jf":(Qljlcer f 

as usual u denotes the equivalence class of u E £~(Q) III the quotient space 
.>!"~(n)/ker F. 

Fix u EJf~(fl). and take an arbitrary v in U, since w:= u - v belongs to V, by (2.22) 
and the triangular inequality, we get 

II u 1I ;'.2.n';; 2CRea(w, w) + 2Co II w II ~ . 2.n + 2 11 vll;'.2.n. 

By the continuity of the form a(' , .) and the interpolation inequality 

the previous inequality becomes 

lI u ll;'.,. n "; C,Rea(u.u)+ C.{ lI u ll ~.2.n+ II v ll ;'.2.n} (2.24) 

for some positive constants C5 and C6 independent of u and v. Therefore. taking the 
infimum over v in (2.24) and using (2.23), we obtain (2.19). • 

2.4. Examples 

In the sequel, we shall often illustrate our general statements by some classical 
examples of regular elliptic transmission problems: the Laplace operator with differ
ent media, the plate equation and the Lame system with 2 different media both in the 
plane. For simplicity, we shall only give the formulation near a conical point. 
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Example l. We consider the Dirichlet problem with q different media (q;;?; 2). More 
precisely, for q openings, WI > 0 and q positive material constants Ph 1 = 1, ... , q, we 
set (see Fig. 5) , 

0"0 = 0, 0'1 = L. wi' 1= 1 • .. . , q. 

c, = {re iw : r > 0, 0'/ _ I < W < 111}, 1 = I, . . . , q, 

r,~ { re;":r>O), VI~O,I, ... , q. 

We obviously suppose that a q ~ 2n- and define 

n, ~ C, n 8(0, I), 

r! ~ r, n 8(0, I), 

n ~ an, n 08(0, I). 

The following interface problem is extensively studied lfi the literature (see 
[12, 17, 2I,8J and the references cited therein): 

P,"'", = fi in n" V I = I, ... , q, (2.25) 

"1 fu/= )',lul+ 1onr'l .VI=I , ...• q - l , (2.26) 

I aUI 1 QU, .•. , r' I 1 
P, 1' / -::; PI+IY'- on I. V = 1 •... ,q- , ow ow 
"Aul = 0 on rA , 
y~Uq=O on r:, 
yl u,=O onrl. Vl=I, .. . ,q, 

where ,,: is the trace operator on rio 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

This transmission problem (2.25)- (2.30) is clearly a regular elliptic one since the 
sesquilinear form, associated with it, is given by (see [8J) 

a{lI,u) = t Pli Vltl-Vv,dx. 
/"'1 n! 

r' 

Fig 5. 
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Therefore, a( u, u) is equivalent to the semi-norm of .JtP I ; so, (2.19) obviously holds. 
Some analogous transmission problems where the Laplace operator is replaced by 

the Helmholtz equation were studied by Meister in [17J and are also included in our 
framework (sec also [6]). 

For the three examples below, we shall use the notations of example I and only take 
two media (i.e. q = 2). 

Example 2. We consider the pure transmission problem for the Laplace operator, i.e. 
a2 = WI + (02 = 2n (see also Fig. 2). Then given two material constants PI and P2, we 
take (counting modulo 2) 

Pidul = j; in!l" 

y lUI =yl uHI on rl , 
I (l UI IOU/ + 1 

PlY' ow - PI T IYI ~ = 0 on rl, 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

For the same reason as in example 1, it is a regular elliptic transmission problem. 

Example 3. For I = 1, 2, we fix E, > 0, Young's modulus and V,EJO, 1[, Poisson's 
ratio of the constitutive material of C,. We also set 

p, = £, / (1 - v/l, 

( 
o'u ) M/u = p,y: vldu + (1 - Vd

O
(VI)2 ' 

N/u = PlY 1 (~~~ + (1 - VI) OVl~::1)2 ). 

where v' = (v~, v~) is the outer nonnal vector on an, in Q" while rl is the tangent 
vector to anI, so that (v', tl) is a direct basis. 

From [23J, we know that the following transmission problem is a regular elliptic 
one: 

PIA 2 UI = j; in Oh I = 1,2, 

I I OUI 
YOUI = Yo- = 0 on rA, Ow 

lOUt IOU2 
Ylavl= -Y lav2onrf, 

y! MIUI- y !M2U2=O onr!, 

y !N1Ul + y!N2u2 = 0 on rL 

2 2 0U, 2 
y, U'= )' 1 av'=O on r, . Vl= 1,2. 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 
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Example 4. For the elasticity system with two different media, we introduce the Lame 
constants ).J,p,J , I = 1,2 and set 

'( ,(OU, OU,) , . . . 
Ujj u) = j1 aXj+OXj + ).dlvu(jjj,'t:/I,J=I,2, 

where U = (Ut , uz). 
We shan study the eigenvalues of the following transmission problems (2.43), (2.44) 

and (2.43), (2.45) (see [12], for more details), they are clearly regular elliptic using the 
so-called Korn's inequality: 

o~ (ul,(u')) ~ [' in Q" I ~ 1, 2, , 
r lu t = y}u 2 on rl, 
yHtrMu!) · v) + r l(uli(u 2

). vJ) = 0 on rl, 

on rA, 
on r~ , 

3. Regularity in weighted Sobolev spaces 

on rf , VI= 1, 2, 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

We have introduced in section 2 the spaces JF~(n) in connection with Green's 
formula. But the theory of elliptic boundary value problems in domains with conical 
points is especially well-worked out in the framework of certain weighted Sobolev 
spaces, introduced by Kondratiev [11]. We now define the corresponding weighted 
Sobolev spaces for our boundary-transmission problem. 

Definition 3.1. V~'P(Qi) is the closure of C: (!l;) with respeclLO the norm 

lI u,; vi' '(Q,) II ~ I II rr -H" 'D'u, II L,(nd' (3.1) 
1"'1 0 

where r ; = r,(x) = dist(x, 9' n Qil. 
1'i" (Q) ~ ( UE U(Q): u ln; ~ u,E Vl" (Q;} } 

equipped with the norm 
N 

Il u; 1' i"(Q) II = I lIu,; Vi"(Q;) II· 
; ""' 1 

(3.2) 

The space of traces on the boundary pieces of the subdomains n;, i = 1, ... N; 
q = 1, . . . , Qj, is lhe quotient space 

Vi-("Pl,(y,,) ~ Vi" (Q,) / Vi"(Q" y,,), 

where V~' P(Qi,Y,q) is the closure of C~q(QI)={UECW (n;). suppunY;q=0} with 
respect to the norm (3.1). 
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We now formulate for the regular elliptic transmission problems (2.6) - (2.8), results 
about the solvability, regularity and asymptotic expansion, which can be proved 
analogously to the results for pure elliptic boundary value problems. We denote by 

U(x, D.) ~ {A;(x , D,), 8;,,(x, D.)} ;=, . ... N . .=' ..... 0; 

j c; O, ... , m - 1 ir "'lqfil 

j - O . . .. ,2m - 1 if y; ~ ., .f 

the operator, which is generated by problem (2.6) - (2.8) and which maps 

x n 
"t;t = "I;·t· E '! 

j ... O, • ..• 2m - 1 

n 
"ti t E I 

i'''' O, ... • m - ) 

(3.3) 

Let SEY'. We assume, for simplicity, that the domain 0; , for all ie%s, coincides in 
a neighbourhood of S with an infinite cone Ct. Let Cs = UiE K. C i ; al\ the spaces 
defined in n are defined analogously in Cs (replacing, if necessary, r , by the distance 
to S). 

First we consider a special boundary-transmission problem in Cs , which is gener
ated by the principal parts of the operators (2.6)- (2.8) with frozen coefficients in S: 

(3.4) 

B~j Ui = L biqj,,(S)D"Ui = giq} on r ,qElls , j = 0, .. . ,m - I. (3.5) 
I" I "" migj 

B~qj U, - Bf·q·jUi · = L [b,q j2(S)D"Ui - b; 'q'j,,(S)D"uj ' ] (3.6) 
la l '" mlqJ 

= 9JJ ' j on riq = r"q.E.ls• j = 0, ... , 2m - I. 

The notation r;q E S s or rlq E..1 s means r;q is a side (n = 2) or a surface (n = 3) of the 
cone C i and coincides in a neighbourhood of S with Y;qEII or YiqEJ. respectively. In 
other words, 6f s is the union of the external pieces of the boundary of Cj and .f s is the 
union of the interface pieces of the boundary of C j for i E.At s . 

Analogous to (3 .3), let us denote by USeD,,) the operator which is generated by 
(3.4)- (3 .6). 

Introducing polar co-ordinates r = re x ) = Ix - SI, WES,. - I(S). where S" - I(S) is 
a unit sphere around S, and using the Mellin transform 

I f~ ./2. 0 r -'- 'u(r,w)d,~ap, w), 

which maps rD~ into the complex parameter A., we obtain a boundary-transmission 
problem with parameter ). in the domains G~ = nj n S,. - I(S), ie.!Vs: 

L7(w, Dw, ). )a;p, w)~F;(;"w) forwEGf , (3.7) 

(3.8) 
s . s • -

M jq j(w. D", . A)Ui()., f.t) - M i'q 'j( w, D"" l)uj(A., f.t)) = GjqAl, w) 

for WEOJjq = Wi·q·EJs , (3.9) 
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where Wiq = riq n S"- I (S). We say Wiq E is. if Yiq E tS' and Wiq E.j s, if Yiq E J . Further
more, it holds 

A~(S,Dx ) = r - 2m Lf(w, Dw , rD,), 

BfqiS, D .. J = r - m;,,} Mfqj{w; D"" rDr). 

The operator 

"",(A) ~ {Lr(w. D •. A). Mr,j(w, D •• I,)}, (3,10) 

which is generated by (3.7)-(3.9) and which IS defined in Gs = UiEN~G~ maps 
continuously: 

1f"2m +l, p(Gs ) into if"1,P(GS)x n_ WI+2m - mrqrltPd"(Wiq} 

Here it is 

<0>;,," Is 
j = O • . . . . m - I 

X n W'+2m-m;,rl/p,p(Wiq)' 

W'O - w;·o·e[s 
j "' O, .. . ,2m-1 

1f""2m+!.P(Gs) = {u: UJGfE W 2m +I,P(GrJ, Vie..A's}. 

The generalized eigenvalues of the operator AsP.) play an important role for the 
solvability, the regularity and the asymptotic expansion of the solution near S. Let us 
shortly introduce the necessary standard definitions. 

Definition 3.2. The complex number A = Ao is an eigenvalue oj the operator dsO·), if 
there is a non-trivial Junction 'PS,).o, 0 e1r 2m + I,2(Gs ) with ds().o)<ps,..to,o = 0. The 
Junction cpS.AO,O is called an eigensofution oj AS(A) Jor ). = ).0' 

It follows from the ellipticity of the operator <wS(x, D:.J in Cs (cL conditions I- III), 
the ellipticity of the operator A,('!) in the sense of Agranovic and Visik [2]. Therefore, 
[s,).o = dimker Aso.o) is a finite number and in a finite strip h.:s;; ReA ~ hi there are 
only a finite number of eigenvalues. 

Besides the linearly independent eigensolutions cpS,AO./l,Q, II = 1, ... , I s.),o, there 
exist NS,Ao,jI. associated eigensolutions r:ps.).o.jI.,k, k = 1, ...• Ns . ..to./l in general. We set 
N S

' ).o,1' = 0, if no associated eigensolution exist. The associated eigensolutions are 
defined by the following definition, 

Definition 3.3. The system {cps . ..to,JI.,.I!;}1I >0 1. . . y.!.... consists oj eigensoiutions and asso-
/,;-0. N 5.J.o .• 

dated eigensoiulions (usually called system oj Jordan chains) if 
, 1 
I --; (a/a}')''''',(A)",'''''P''-'I, o" ~ 0 

q>< oq· 

for k = 0, ...• N s, l.o, 1'. N S,).D. II being decreasing with respect to Ji. 

The following theorems can be proved analogously to the theorems for elliptic 
boundary value problems (see e,g, [IIJ for p ~ 2. [15J for p .,. 2), 

Theorem 3.4. The operaror U(x. D,), defined by (3.3). i, a Fredholm operator iff no 
eigenvalue of ""'(.1) lie, on the line Rei, ~ - p - (nip) + 2m + I for all SEY', 
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Theorem 3.5. If for all SE .<;" no eigenvalue of .s;(S(}.) is situated in the strip 

n n 
- /1 - - + 2m + I " Re!." - p, - - + 2m + I" 

p p, 

then a solution 1.1 E f ~ + 2m. P(n) of (2.6)- (2.8) is conrained in l /t+ 2m, PI (0) tOO. provided 

for '/;qES and j = 0, ... , m - t, and ,,/;qE5 and j = 0, ... ,2m - I. 
Here I and It are non-negative integers and fJ and (II are real numbers. 

Theorem 3.6. Assume that US(D..-) = lI(x. Dx) in a neighbourhood oj S and the lines 

n 
Re i. = 2m + I - - - p = h, 

p 

have no eigenvalue of dS(A.) with h < hi' Then the following asymptotic expansion of 
a solution uEfJ+2m. p(Q) of problem (2.6)- (2.8), with daw as in Theorem 3.5, holds 
near S: 

(3.11) 

where WE f~\" 2m. P!(O). c.~ . ;'.p,kEC, 'IS is an appropriate cui-off function .~uch that 
'Is =::; 1 in a neighbourhood of S, the sum extends to all eigenvalues ), of s1 s(~) in the strip 
Re ~ EJ h, hi [, JL = t, ... , l s

,l., k = O •...• NS' l..P and, finally, 

. ' (Inr)' as .... P•1I = r" " __ cpS.;'.jI..lI - q 
~, . 

q-- O q. 
(3.12) 

There are formulae for the coefficients CS.l.,jI., 1I as in [16J, this shows that the coeffic
ients depend continuously on the right-hand side. 

4. Regularity results in usual Sobolev spaces 

We only give these regularity results for weak transmission problems, which are 
regular and for homogeneous operators with constant coefficients. This means that we 
fix operators Ai> Dirichlet systems {F1qj}j",-ol on all Yiq satisfying the assumptions of 
section 2.3. Moreover, we suppose that the corresponding transmission problem 
(2.6)- (2,8) is a regular elliptic onc or equivalently we suppose that the associated 
sesquilinear form a(·,·) satisfies (2.19), We also assume that Ai and Fiqj are homo
geneous with constant coefficients. 

For some technical reasons, we further suppose that the sesquilinear form a(' , , ) is 
strictly coercive, i.e. there exists a > 0 such that 

Rea(u, u) :;' . 11 u II L IfUE V (4.1 ) 

For simplicity. in dimension 2, we suppose that the O J'S coincide with a wedge in 
a neighbourhood of each vertex (this was already the case in dimension 3). 
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Lemma 4.1. Let U E V be a solution of problem (2.17) with a right-hand side fE LP(Q), 
where I < P .:::;: 2 in dimension 2 and p = 2 in dimension 3. Then 

(4.2) 

with " ~ m + (n/2) - (n/p) + y' for all y' E]O, 2 - (n/2)[. 

Proof Classical regularity results for systems (see [20J) and the covering conditions 
imply that u belongs to "f/ 2m. P far from the vertices of 0:. Therefore, it remains to prove 
(4.2) near the vertices. 

Applying [7, Proposition AA.29] to U; belonging to H :'(Q;), we deduce that 

U;EV~·2 (rl;), ~YEJo.2-H. (4.3) 

By Holder's inequality when p < 2, (4.3) implies that 

(4.4) 

for all a given in the lemma. 
We now fix a vertex S oro and use spherical co-ordinates (r, (0) centred at S. Let us 

consider the following dyadic cover of C~G = {x E 0 : r(x) < 2ro } for ro > 0 sufficiently 
small such that CsG c: n: for all vEN*, we set 

{ ro 2ro} 
S~ = xe !l: -; < rex) < --;- , 

s~ = {xeQ: ro < re x ) < 3ro } . 
2v v 

Interior Agmon- Douglis- Niremberg estimates for systems ensure the existence of 
C > 0 such that 

II U 11 2m.,.s, ,; C { II Au II O,p, 5 ', + II u lI o.p.,,.,}. 

By similarity, we get (since the operators have constant coefficients and are homo
geneous) 

I v-,"III D' uIl Kp.s,'; C{v - 2m' ll Au II g. p. 5 ', + IIU Il b,p.sJ· (4.5) 
1.81" 2m 

Multiplying (4.5) by v - <l+2m, using the fact that r( x ) is equivalent to v on S" and S ~ and 
summing over v EN *, we obtain 

This proves the lemma, owing to (4.4). • 
From now on, cDs will denote a cut-off function fulfilling <l>s E D(R"). Cl>s = 1 in 

a neighbourhood of the vertex S, and Cl>s = 0 in a neighbourhood of the other vertices 
of!l. 

Theorem 4.2. Assume that k - y ~ 0 and that the line Re , = k + 2m - nip - y con
tains no eigenvalue of As(O for all S E 9'. Then for all f E 1'""~·p(n), with P E] 1, + 00 [in 
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dimension 2 and p = 2 in dimension 3, there exists a unique solution u E V of the problem 

A;u; = /; in Q ;, Vi = 1, ... ,N, (4.6) 

BiqjUi = 0 on }liq, Vj = 0, .. . , m - I , 'Ii" e tf, (4.7) 

Bj~j U i - Bj .q .j u j. = 0 on }liq = }Ii' ,, ' , V j = 0, ... , 2m - 1, '/i"eJ. (4 .8) 

This solution admits the following expansion: 

U = Uo + 
S E.'!' 

(l.~. k IE i\ ~(k, p. ~ ) 

c <I> ITs.;,.}!.,. s. ;'.}!.k S • 

where uo Ef~+ 2"'.JI(Q), cS.;',II.kEC and we set 

Aj(k, p, y) = {p,~, k): .< is an eigenvalue of .PIsCO such thot 

(4.9) 

RdE ] m - ~,k + 2m - ~ - y [ , ~ = I, ... , [s. " k = 0, . . . , N"'" }. (4.10) 

Moreover, there exists a constant C > 0 independent of u such chat 

(4.11) 
"y 

( i..},. k)E i\ ! (k ,p. y) 

Proof For n = 2, [22, Lemma 1.2] shows that there exists rEJI,2] such that 
fE C(O), while for n = 3, the assumption k - y ~ 0 directly implies that fE L 2(Q). By 
Lemma 4.1 , u belongs to "/,;0"(0), with. = m + (n/2) - (n/r) + 1', ror all 
y'E ]O,2 - (n/2)[, where r = 2 in dimension 3. We easily check that (X > 0, which 
implies that fEf~·r(Q)nf~,p(n). Applying the comparison theorem in weighted 
Sobolev spaces (Theorem 3,6) in each cone Cs to Cl>suef;m"(Q) and choosing '/' 
sufficiently close to 0, we conclude. • 

In the sequel, we shall need the rollowing lifting trace theorem. 

Lemma 4.3. For all gi"jE V~ + 2m - mf.rl /p,p(Yiq), je{O,.",m - t}, 
gij'jE v~ + 2"' - m;~r l lp,p(Yiq), jE{O" . . , 2m - I }. 'Ii" = }li'" ,EJ, 
vef~+2",.P(Q) fulfiWng 

'iq E8, 
there 

and all 
exists 

BiqjVi = giqj 011 'Ii" , Vj = 0, ... , m - 1, 'Iiq E8, (4.12) 

Bi"jVi - Bi.q.jVi ' = gii 'j on ' iq , V j = 0, ... ,2m - t. }II" = 'II ',, ' EJ, (4.13) 

Proof We firstly build new functions 

h · .E V k + 2", - j - I/P.P(". ) 
'''I l' II" ' 

hiE V H J+ I - I IP.P(". ) 
Iq) Y "" ' 

j = O, 1, . . . , m- t such thatifvEf~ +2 ", . P(O)fulfills 

F ;qjV; = h iqj on }Ii" , 

<l>;qjVj = hlqj on }Ii" , V j = 0, t, .. . , m - 1, 

then v satisfies (4.12) and (4.13), The construction is the following. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
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If Y;qE8, then we set 

h;qj =giqj ,hl"j =O if j eg,;". 

h jqj = 0. M,,) = 9i"j if jEff;q. 

If Yi" = Yi '" ,eJ, then we take 

(a) for jE!I'l; ., 

(b) for j E.'.!'I,., 

(c) for j E.'T"" 

hi"j = hi ' ,, 'j = 0, 

From the definition of the B's with respect to the F's and Cl>'s, one easily shows that 
(4.14), (4.15) imply (4.12), (4.13). 

Since the system {Fiqj • ctJjqj}j oo-d is a Dirichlet system on Y;q , using [14, Lemma 3.1] 
(which also holds in dimension 3) and local charts, problem (4.14), (4.15) has a solution 
~E~+ 2m' ~QI)' • 

Corollary 4.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 be satisfied. Then for all fEr~,p(Q), 
g .. eVk + 2m - m'" J- l /P,P( y. ) }'E{O m-I) ') . e8 g ... ·eVk + 2m - m ;"J - I/P,P ( •. ) 
" "J Y ''I' , ... , • /Iq , II } Y "~If ' 

je{O, ... , 2m - l}, Y iq = Yi'q,eJ, there exists a unique weak solution ueJt":,(Q) of 
problem (2.6)- (2.8), in the following sense: for a fixed v e.y~ + 2m.p(Q) sarisfying (4.12), 

(4.13), ii = u - v belongs to V and is solution of 

a(ll, w) ~ If l.w,dx, '!WE v, 
; n, 

(4.16) 

where we set fi = Ii - AiV;, This is equivalent CO say that u belongs CO the affine space 
Vo: = v + V, and satisfies 

a(u, w) ~ If. j;w,dx - I I f g" jF"jw,da 
j 0 , 'h,e' j efT;, '11" 

I [I f g"' jF" jw,da 
)/ .. = YI', ·e .l j E9'f; . f ;" 

+ I f ( g" 'j F"jW, + g" 'j+.F,., 'jw, . j da], '!WE V. (4.17) 
j e:Tw Y1 v 

Moreover, this solution u admits the expansion (4.9), with the same coefficient cs, ;' ,I',k and 
an estimate analogous to (4.11), where the right-hl1nd side is replaced by the sum of 
norms of the data. 
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Proof From Theorem 4.2, it is clear that rl solution of (4.16) admits the following 
expansion: 

rl=«o+ 
,,[I' 

(A.. It, k) € A~( k. p. yl 

c (ii)$ GS. ). .p.,k S ,). .p.,k S , 

where aoE 't'" ~+2m.p(Q). This directly implies the desired expansion (4.9) for u, since 
the fact that vE"f" ~ +2m,p(Q) leads to 

CS.l . p..k(V) = O. 

The assumption k - y ~ 0 and the Sobolev imbedding theorem allow to show that 

'1':+'·" (0) G '1'5·"(0) C; .Jt'~(o) 

and 

.Jt'm(o) c; U(Q) 

for l i p + l lq = 1. These both injections imply that Green's formula (2.12) still holds 
for UE?,,"~ + 2m , p(f!) and VE.n":(f!). This permits to transform a(w, v) in (4.16) and to 
prove the equivalence between (4.16) and (4.17). using (4.12), (4.13) and the definitions 
of the B;q/s with respect to the Fiq/s and the <[:ll~/S. • 

5. Numerical examples 

As we have seen in section 3, the distribution of the eigenvalues of the operator 
AsP.) plays an important role for the solvability, regularity and asymptotic expansion 
of the solution of our interface problems in weighted Sobolcv spaces. Our goal is now 
to show how to compute the eigenvalues for some examples and in which cases 
associated eigensolutions ex.ist. 

Example 1. We consider again the Dirichlet-interface problem for Poisson's equation 
in a plane domain of q different materials, which was formulated by the relations 
(2.25)-(2.30). We introduce for the origin point S the generalized eigenvalue problem 
for the operator d's(A): 

a' u,{}., w) , 
aw' +!. ",(.<,w) = 0 foru ' _ l<w<U;, i=I, ... , q, (5.1) 

U, (i., 0) = 0 = ",(,!. u,), 

l;i(}., Gi) - I;d d...l" Gd = 0, 

aUi aUi + I 
p, ow lA, u,) - PH ' aw- (.l, u,) = 0 for i = I, . . . , q - I. 

The solutions of (5.1) have the form 

t2;(...l"m)=C1i cos...l,w+CZi sin...l,w, i = l •...• q. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Inserting these solutions into the boundary conditions (5.2) and the interface condi
tions (5.3). (5.4), we get non-trivial solutions t2;(...l" m) for such values A for whIch the 
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determinant D ~(J,) vanishes. The zeros of D~(.1.) are the eigenvalues of d..,p.). D~(J,) 
is defined by the following recurrence formula: 

First step: 

D?(}.) ~ sin ().w.), 

D~(l) ~ p, cos(}.w,). 

Second step: 

D~(l) ~ p,cos(}.w,)sin(}.w.) + p, sinpw,)cosPw.), 

D~(.!) ~ - pj sin(.!w, )sin(.!w, ) + p, p, cos(.!w.)cospw,). 

ith step: 

DP(!.) ~ p,cos(Aw,)DP_ , (A) + sin(Aw,)D~_ l P), 

D~P) ~ - pi sin(.!w,)DP_ d}.) + p,cos(.!w,)Dr_ d,l). 

Let us notice that D~().) gives the eigenvalues of the transmission problem with mixed 
boundary condition on the external boundary, i.e. we replace the Dirichlet condition 
(2.28) on n by 

1 (lUt 0 
y o - ~ 

(lv' 
on rA. (5.5) 

From [21 , Theorem 2.2]. we know that the eigenvalues of dsP.) are real, since they 
can be defined as eigenvalues of a self-adjoint operator. The eigenvalues are simple, i.e. 
no associated eigenfunction exists; moreover, for 2 materials, we can prove that the 
strip (- 1/4, 1/ 4) is free of eigenvalues of .s:I sU.) for arbitrary materials and angles 
a2 = 00\ + W2' 

Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of the eigenvalues of ds{A.) for 2 materials; 
p, ~ 0.25 (10" Nm-') (glass) and p, = 1.5 (10" Nm-') (molybdenum). 

Figure 6 describes the eigenvalues for a domain with the. reentrant corner 
WI + 002 = 270°, where WI runs from 0 to 270"; Fig. 7 describes a domain with a slit, 
namely WI + 002 = 360°, where WI runs from 0" to 360". 

Theorem 3.6 yields the following asymptotic expansion for a solution U E r t· 2(.o): 

" k [ cos }.;w, J' <l>SU I = cJ>s L... Cir' tanAAw\ + W2) .}, - 1 smA/w + WI> 
O<AI<I sin ~jWl 

<nS U2 = <ns L c;rA/[ - tan..tAw t + Wz)COSAiW + sinJ..;w] + Wz, 
O<A,< I 

provided cos Ai( WI + wz) :f. 0, sin A..WI :f. O. The remainder Wi have the property that 
cJ>sW;E v~: 2(.01). i = 1,2. Let us point out that the singular functions are not the same 
on each face. 

The situation for 3 materials PI = 0.25 (lOll Nm - 2
), P2 = 0.5 (1011 Nm - 2

), 

PJ = 1.5 (1011 Nm - 2 ) is shown in Fig. 8. We have considered a slit domain 
0") = WI + W2 + W3 = 360", 002 = 0°, 002 = 90°, ooz = 1800 and Wz = 270° are fixed 
and WI runs from 0° to W2· 
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Fig. 6. Dirichlet-interface problem for Poisson's equation, PI = 0.25, P2 = 1.5, WI + Wl = 270° 

Example 2. We consider an inclusion with a conical boundary point in a plane 
domain of a different material; see (2.31 )- (2.34) and Fig. 2. We introduce for the origin 
S the generalized eigenvalue problem for the operator .w's(J..): 

a'~~~W) + !.'a, (.!, W)=O [orO <w<w,,;= 1,2, w,=2.-w" (5.6) 

a, (A, 0) - a,(J., 0) = o. 
UI(}., rod - U2(J.., 2n - wd = 0, 

aU I aU 2 
p, aw p., O) + p, aw (!., 0) = 0, 

all I OU2 
p, aw (,t, wd + p, aw (,t, 2. - wd = O. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Inserting the solutions Ujp., UJ) = eli cos ).{I) + e2i sin AUJ, j = 1, 2, into the interface 
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2.0 

Re 0: 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

! 

0.0 +----,-----,--- ---;r---_l_ 
a 90 180 270 360 

Fig. 7. Dirichlet-interface problem for Poisson's equation, PI "'" 0.25, P2 ... 1.5, W I + (02 ... 360° 

conditions (5.7)- (5.10), we get non-trivial solutions 11;(..1., ill) for such values ..1. for which 
the determinant 

D~(!.) = (P, - p,)' sin 2 .!(X - W,) - (P, + p,)' sin' AX (5.11) 

vanishes. The eigenvalues of Jt's( J. ) are the zeros of D~()') and are real. as in example 1. 
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the eigenvalues of .sII's(..1.) if WI runs from 0 to 

360°. The number ..1. = 0 is an eigenvalue for all angles Wt. It leads to constant 
solutions which describe the rigid-body motion. 

As Fig. 9 suggests, we can show that the number a = k, k = 1, 2, ... is an eigenvalue 
if W , = (x j k )i, i = 0, 1, . .. ,2k. In these cases, dim ker '" s(k) = 2, i.e. two linearly 
jndependent solutions exist and 

UI = ,1t.(Clcoskw + C2 sin kw), 

U2 = ,It. ( - C. :: coskw + C2 sinkw ). 

3re eigensolutions of US(Dx ), where C. and C2 are arbitrary coefficients. 
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2.0 

Re ex 

00 +--------,--------.--------.--------f 
o 90 180 270 360 

Fig, g. Dirichlet-in terface problem for Poisson's equation, P I - 0.25, P2 ... 0. 5, P3 = 1.5, W, ... Wz + W ) :: 

360°, (01 = 90, 180, 270,360° 

Theorem 3.6 yields the following asymptotic expansion for a solution U E"'f'" T' 1(0) 
of problem (2.31)- (2.34), provided "" J (O, n, 2.): 

( 
PZ pz sin ..1.0 (01 - sin )·o{2n: - cod. ) 

<l>slll = crA°<l>S - - COS),oW + - 1 1 (2 )SIO..1.oW +w1• 
PI P1COSAoW1 - COSAO "It - WI 

" ( P2 sin ).ow, - sin Ao(2n - WI) . , ) 
<l>SU2 = cr <I>,S cos A.oW + -) . ) Sin I.OW + \\12' 

PI cos ·OWI - cos Ao(21t - WI 

Here A.o = A.o(wd is the eigenvalue of ds(A,) in the strip 0 < ..to < 1 and the remain
ders arc so regular that <DswiE Vfi ,Z(!l;), i = 1,2. 

Example 3. 1. We investigate the behaviour of the solutions of the plate equation 
(2.35)- {2,42) ncar a boundary corner point S, where two different materials meet; 
Dirichlet conditions are given by (2.36), (2.37) and interface conditions by 
(2 .38)- (2.41) . We formulate for the origin S the generalized eigenvalue problem for the 
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35 +-------~------~------~------_+ 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

Re C\ 

1.0 

0.5 

'-. 
'. 

0.0 -t-------.-------...,-------...,-------+ 
o 90 180 270 360 

Fig. 9. Inclusion-interrace problem for Poisson's equation. PI - 0.25. Pl - 1.5 

corresponding operator d's{.l): 

()4"~(1; w) + 2(1' _ 12 + 2) 0'''; (1, w) + 1'(1 _ 2)'a,(A,W) = 0 
w Ow 

for 0 < W < w, if j = I, and WI < co < W I + W2 if i = 2, 

. aU I udA, O) = -- p, 0) = 0, ow 
, oa, 
. ,(1., u,) = ow (1, u,) = 0, 

",(A, w.) = ",(A, W.), 

oat oa, ow (A, w,) = ow p., w,), 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 
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[
a'u, ] [a'u, ] p, cw,(i.,w,)+A,u,(i., w,) =p, aw' (A,W,) + A,u,(i."u,) , (5.17) 

where 

Ai = 1';1.' + (1 - vilA, Bi = (2 - Vi)A' - 3(1 - Vi )!. + 2(1 - Vi) j = 1,2. 

For i. ¢ {O, 1,2) the general solutions of (5.12) have the form 

a;( A, w) = eli sin AW + C 2i cos J.w + e 3i sin (J. - 2)w + C4i COS(A - 2)(1). 

(5.19) 

Inserting these solutions in the boundary conditions (5.13), (5.14) and the interface 
conditions (5.15) - (5.18), we get 8 equations for the unknowns Cj ;, i = 1,2, 

3.0 

2.5 

20 

Re ex 

1.0 

as .~ 

~ 
0 .0 

a 90 "'1 
180 270 360 

Fig 10. Dirichlet-interface problem for the biharmonic equation, VI = 0.17. VI = 0.29, E2 / EI = 20, 
WI + Wl = 270°. 
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j = 1,2, 3, 4. There are non-trivial solutions 14,( ..1., w) if the corresponding determinant 
D~2(1) vanishes. The zeros of D~2(X) are the eigenvalues of AsP.). Figures 10 and 11 
show the distribution of the eigenvalues for the materials concrete (VI = 0.17) and 
steel (V2 = 0.29); E2/EI = 20, for w, + QlI = 270", WI runs from 0 to 2700 and for a slit 
domain w, + 0-'2 = 360°, w, runs from ° to 360°. The line A = 1 is the symmetry axis. 
The solid lines indicate Teal eigenvalues, while the dotted lines indicate the real parts 
of the pair of the complex eigenvalues. 

There are some angles w, = (1)'.0' where D~l(A(W1.o» = d/dlD~l(A(OJl.o» = O. 
They indicate such graph-points in Figs. 10 and 11 where the dotted curve pieces of 
the real parts of the complex eigenvalues start or end on the solid tines of the real 
eigenvalues. We call these points branching points of the graph (see [5]). They 
indicate that associated eigensolutions exist. Moreover, there are angles WI, where 
dotted or solid lines cross. In these cases there existj = j l + 2h linearly independent 
eigensolutions, where j I is the number of the crossing solid lines, h is the number of 
the crossing dotted lines and no associated eigensolution exists. Let us remark that the 
above considerations can be proved analogously as in [26,4]. 

3.5 

3.0 

25 

2.0 

Re 0: 

1.5 T-~~ 

1.0 

0.5 

0 .0 

o 90 180 270 360 

Fig II. Dirichlet-interface problem for the biharmonic equation, ~L = 0.17, ~2 = 0.29, f.. 2 /E I .., 20, 
Oh + all ~ 360° 
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Example 3.2. We consider an inclusion with a conical boundary point in a plate (see 
Fig. 2). We introduce for the origin S a generalized eigenvalue problem for the 
operator As(.!) analogously to (5.12)-(5.18). 

Figure 12 describes the distribution of the eigenvalues for the material concrete 
(Vj = 0.17) and steel (V2 = 0.29); Ed EI = 20. The angle WI runs from 0 to 360°. The 
numbers A = 0, J and 2 are eigenvalues, for every angle WJ. 

The interpretation of the graph leads to analogous results as in example 3.1. 

Example 4. We deal with the Dirichlet interface, the Neumann interface and the pure 
transmission problem (inclusion) for the linear elasticity system in a plane domain, 
consisting of two different media. In all cases, we have chosen Poisson's ratios 
VI = 0.17 and V2 = 0.29 and the shear modulus {I2 / JlI = 4. 

Let S E f/' be the origin. As usual, we introduce local spherical basic vectors 

( 
cosw) 

er = sinw . 
ew~ ( - sinw) 

cosw 

, 

2.0 ¥~"<;:-----::~~----=~------=::.i

Re c< 

1.5 

1.0 -j-----------------t 

0.5 

0.0 +-----L'---,----=¥----L,------+ 
o 90 180 270 360 

Fig. 12. Inclusion-interface problem for the biharmonic equation, v\ = 0.17, v2 = 0.29, E1/E, = 20 
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3 1 t-----~----~--~/?t--~'~· ·~. ----L-----t 

.... . .' . ' 
•• ' o~ 

• • ' 0<>0'" 

",:::", OO"'~ OO 

• 

. 
' . 

• • • • 
30 

... .' . ,:: ..... ... . . ' . ..• •...• •....•.... .......... 

2.9 

Re ex 

2.8 

2.7 • 
• 

" .' ........... : 
• 

". . .... '. ' . .••... •. .. 

. . 
• • • 

. . 
. . 

. 
• 

2.6 +------,-----,----7"-"'/-----.-----.-----+ 
o 5 10 OJ 

1 
3 50 355 360 

Fig. 13. Window of Fig. 12 

and write the displacement vectors ui as Ui = ur.;( r. eu)e, + utJ). j(r. w)e .... or shortly 

( U, .; ) 
Uj = 11.", 1 . 

The generalized eigenvalue problems for the correspo nding operators Asp.) have the 
fo llowing form . 

Differential eqltatiofl .~: 

C; a2 12~~, w) + W _ 1)12, .;( .<, w)+ [ (J. _ 1) _ C;(1 + I)] a Q •. ~.I, w) ~ 0, 

(5.20) 

a2 a~~:, w) + C;(J.' _ I )Q •. ;('\, w) + [ ,\ + 1 _ C;( '\ _ I )] aa, . ~~, w) ~ ° 
(5 .21) 
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for 0 < W < w, if j = I and WI < W < WI + (fh if i = 2. The constants Cj = 

(1 - 2v;/2(1 - v,)) depend on the medias. 

Dirichlet conditions; 

il,('!, w) ~ 0 for OJ ~ 0 if i ~ 1 and for OJ ~ OJ, + w, if j ~ 2. (5.22) 

Neumann conditions; 

6[1i,]' v = ("~.;(.l, w) ) ~ 0 
.Tww.,()., OJ) 

for w = 0 if i = I and for OJ = WI + W2 if j = 2, where 

[ 
aa, ,p., w) , ] 

8,w';{ '!, w) ~ fI' 'aw + (A - l)fiw.,('!, w) , 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

Re 0: 

1.0 

0. 5 · 

0. 0 -t----.-----r---~r_--_+ 

o 90 180 270 360 

(5.23) 

Fig. 14. D irichlet-interface problem for Lamc'sequations. ~[ = 0.17, ~ l = 0.29,J.l.2/P-[ "'" 4,(I) [ + Wl = 2700 
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'(' [au •. ,(!., W) ] 
(Jwll),f ... ,w}=2I-Jj aw + ~r, f()" W) 

X[O I)' .(i., ) au •. ,P.,W)] + r • + u" , W + aw . 

where Pi and ).1 are the corresponding Lame coefficients. 

lnterface conditions: 

B,(I, w,) - B,p, w,) ~ 0, 

5[0,] · v - u[O, l' v ~ 0 for w = w" 

and additionally. if we consider an inciusion-interface problem: 

B,(I., O) - il, (I., 2n) = 0, 

u[u, J. vIOl - u[a, ] ' v(2n) = o. 

3 .0 

2.5 

2.0 

Re ex 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 
o 90 180 270 360 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5 .26) 

(5.27) 

Fig. 15. Dirichlet-interface problem ror Lame's equations, VI = 0.17, Vz - 0.29, Ill /PI'" 4, WI + 002 _ 360° 
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The general solutions of (5.20). (5.21) have for i. '" 0 and 3 - .l - 4v, '" 0 the form 

_ ( 2i.~, sin(1 + i.)w) (2A~'COS(1 + '\)w ) u,(.l. w) - e" • + e" •. 
2A~,cos(1 + A)W - 2,.~,sm(1 + i.)w 

+ e,. (11,(1 - '<)(1 - D,J sin(1 - .<)w) 
• 1',(1 + '<)(1 - D,)cos(1 - .!)w 

( 
1',(1 - '<)(1 - D,Jcos(1 - .<)w ) 

+ e., _11,(1 + i.)(1 _ D,)sin(1 - .<)w • 

where D, ~ (3 + .< - 4v,)I(3 - i. - 4v,). 
We insert I'i;{)., co) in the corresponding boundary and interface conditions 

(5.22)~(5.27) and get 8 equations for the unknowns Cjit j = 1, ... ,4, i = 1,2, respec-

0.0 +-- --.,----.------,- __ -+ 
o 90 180 270 350 

Fig. 16. Neumann-interface problem for Lame's equalions, VI = 0.17, V1 = 0.29, Jtl / Jl.1 = 4, WI + U)2 "" 270" 
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tively. There are non-trivial solutions, if the corresponding determinants D2(,~), 
D~(J..), DIP) vanish. Figures 14 and 15 show the distribution of the zeros of D~p.), 
that means the distribution of the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator As(J..) in 
a domain with a reentrant right angle and in a slit-domain. 

Figures 16 and 17 describe the zeros of D~(). ) in the same domains. Let us remark 
that the numbers ). = 0 and A = 1 are eigenvalues for every angle (J) ;;;;: 00 1 ' 

Figure 18 gives the zeros of DIO), that means the eigenvalues of the inclusion 
interface problem. The numbers A = 0 and ..t = I are again eigenvalues for every angle 
00 = 001' The meaning of the solid and dotted lines is the same as in the former 
examples. The interpretation of branching points or points, where cross dotted and 
solid lines leads to analogous results as in example 3.1. 

Let us remark that some numerical calculations can also be found in [25]. 

3 .0 -1-</ 

2.5 

2.0 

0.5 ~>---'----d 

0.0 +-----.----r----r--- -+ 
o 90 180 270 360 

Fig. 17. Neumann-interface problem ror Lame's equations, III ~ 0.17, 112 = 0.29, fll /Ih - 4.wI + Wl == 360" 
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3.5 

30 

2.5 

2.0 

Re ex 

1 5 

1 0 

05 

0.0 

o 90 180 270 360 

Fig. 18. Inclusion-interface problem for Lame's equations, VI = 0.17, ~l '"" 0.29, Jll i Jl I '" 4 
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